I'll bet you know
a thing or two!
You're supersmart!
I'm proud of you!

Dr. Seuss

Summer 2015 Tutoring Booklet
Dear Students and Families,

In this anthology you will find a selection of student writing. We asked students to select an original piece of writing that they would be proud to share with others. Publishing written work to share with an audience is an important part of the writing process. We hope you enjoy the selections and read it often.

It is our pleasure to share the thoughts of the students who participated in tutoring this summer. Each day, University of Northern Iowa teacher candidates with a special focus in literacy education had the opportunity to work with students to learn more about reading, writing, listening, speaking, and thinking together. We are grateful for your support and have learned a great deal about how students learn. We hope, in turn, that the students have learned new strategies for reading and writing and have shared their progress with you. This program is possible because of the extensive support and partnership between the participating children, their families, the schools, and the UNI students.

Thank you,

The UNI Reading Clinic Instructors and Tutors
St. Louis

Greyson
awesome fan and smart

likes apples, baseball, football

Feel is happy everyday

Afraid of nothing

Would like to see Mexico City

Cardinals

Snyder
I had some of my friends over today because it was my birthday.
School Days

In the small town of Hudson, Iowa you can find Hudson Elementary, which is filled with amazing things. We are going to tell you all about Ms. Delagardelle's classroom. She teaches in a 4th-grade classroom that has 23 students. There are two more sections of 4th-grade.

Ms. Delagardelle has four main rules for her classroom. One of the rules is treat people the way you want to be treated. Another one of the rules is no running around in the classroom unless needed. Listen to the teacher or whoever is talking. The final main rule is to be respectful to everyone and everything.

Recess is a fun and active place to be. There are many different options of things to do at recess. There is the game called basketball where you have to shoot hoops. There are two other sports that kids can play at recess. They are soccer and football. Both of those involve a lot of running up and down a field and a ball. There is a playground and swings for students to play on. Some kids like to run around the playground.

Teachers try to incorporate crafts in with their teaching because many students enjoy crafts. You can do some crafts that include nature and how it works. Another way to include crafts is by letting students be creative with what they put their writing pieces on. You can put something together about spring and fall.

Many of the 4th-graders in Ms. Delagardelle's class really love math. They like it because Ms. Delagardelle put together crafts to go with a topic. Some of the topics they cover are addition, subtraction, multiplication, time, and money. Ms. Delagardelle often has them work with a partner.

Ms. Delagardelle has a lot of fun reading activities for her students. In class students take turns reading a page of a book they are reading together. There are literacy centers that include different types of reading, word work, spelling, and comprehension. Ms. Delagardelle's favorite books to read to the class is the Junie B. Jones' books. The class loves it too.

The students in 4th-grade really enjoy their time learning at Hudson Elementary. All of the kids love all that we do in school. Ms. Delagardelle loves knowing that she is helping her students learn and impacting their futures.
The best day ever will be ice cream, dinner, movie, swimming all day, &尖叫 popcorn.
fun, strong, nice, loving
Who loves to play, mom, dad, brother, sister
Who dislikes brocili, black pez, grn pez
Who fears ghosts
Who wants a phone
Born in a hospital in Waterloo
It is a sunny day. Mom walks, I ride my bike with my brother. First, we go on the swings. They go fast. Then we go on the rocket ship. My favorite is the merry go-round. It is too fast for my brother. We ride our bikes home.
Bio Poem

Who loves
Who hates
Who fears
Who hopes to change
Who wants to go to buy or eat
Born in

Scoot, run, crying
Miss me

Who loves
Who hates
Who fears
Who hopes to change
Who wants to go to buy or eat
Born in

daughter of
shrimp and prawns

M atlock!
My Bio Poem

Grace

Awesome Amazing Cool
daughter of Jason Carter

who loves peace signs and My dad

who hates people getting beat up who love loves giving
to the poor

who fear monsters ghosts, evil things

who hope to change the world

who wants peace who wants to move to Alabama

Born in Mississippi lives in Iowa

Carter
I want to be the President because I would let children stay up as long as they want and eat as much candy as they want and get rich and richer and play video games every day for their life.

I want to be the President because I would let children stay up as long as they want and eat as much candy as they want and get rich and richer and play video games every day for their life.
once they got done fixing the ship they explored the planet it was what looked like a mountain of gold onions and trinkets they found a river that turned stuff into gold they also found a huge lake bigger than a ocean they found a golden stove they took all of the stuff they found back to the space ship.
The nest cracked. The mommy bird (bird) came. Then the light. The mommy bird dropped the eggs and they cracked.

Then, the mommy bird flew to the nest.

The End
Funny, loving, nice, and helpful
Who loves her brother G-man, mom Ferren, and dad Jerod
Who loves summer, Lost Island, and READING
Places I've seen Mahogany Bay, Cozumel, and Belize
Pets in the family Sparky, Daisy, and Sammy
My accomplishment of getting over my fear of heights
Places I want to visit Paris and visit and take things to poor kids
Residence of Hudson, Iowa
Kelsi's smile How was it
For birth she was her last
Kelsi likes apples
and her friend likes spice
and broccoli she sure does hate

a girl who was eight
For dinner she was never late
likes pineapples
and her friend likes pineapples
and broccoli she sure does hate
Farm Animals

Baby on the go. Horse and Raccoon and hippo played with the car. Line did play with the train. Hippo played with the sailboat. Horse plays with the jet.
Sports, TV, Fun
Lover of track and football
Who is able to run fast
Who feels happy when he went to the Omaha Zoo
Who wonders how dinosaurs got extinct
Who fears bats
Who would like to go in the mountains with his Grandma and Grandpa
Who dreams of going to Mount Rushmore
John Cena

This is jin Sena!
This is John Cena!

Jin Sena saez uo kad se mey.
John Cena says you can’t see me.

Jin Sena jabs off the rabs.
John Cena Jumps off the ropes.

He iz sjrog.
He is strong.

He is koal.
He is cool.
Once upon the time there was a boat captain at the North Pole for the 4th of July. You’re probably wondering, “What is he doing at the North pole for the 4th of July.” Well, he is building a secret lair to study polar bears and other kind of animals there. He sat there for four hours and no polar bears, “nothing”. He said. Then he saw something, it was a polar bear and her three cubs, “finally.” he said. The boat captain started jumping up and down, then he stopped because he saw someone else at the North Pole and he started to get mad because that person was chasing away the polar bear to see the sea lions. So he walked out of his secret lair and started running after the sea lions to shoo them away so then the sea lions jumped back into the water. The boat captain and the person he saw didn’t see the polar bears and the sea lions for sixteen hours. He went back onto his boat, and that person he didn’t know went back on their boat too, and they went home and never came back again.
My dog can dig.
I teach my dog to sit. He likes to nap.
I love my dog!
Taco is my cat.

He is smaller than my dog. He is brown and white. He gets stuck under the fridge.

I help him.
Green Berets

They are a part of the army. They fight in the jungles. Green Berets rank privite. They wore green paint on there face. And have green and brown suits.
WANTED

REWARD: $700

- Pink pig
- Blows houses down
- Scare people
- Trick you, he might
The Best Baseball Player in the World

Once there was a boy named Jack he loved baseball and he was nine years old. First Jack was walking through the woods and finds a cabin and walks in. And sees a boiling cauldron, with flashing water and there are pictures on the wall of him that reminds him that his grandma is a nice witch. He asked her to give him super strength for life. Next, he ran home and got on his baseball stuff, and ran outside and lifts up his mom's car to see if his strength works and it does.

His mom took him to his baseball game. Then, he pitches every inning and strikes people out so fast because as soon as it's out of his hand it's in the catcher's mitt.

When he batted he hit a line drive at the pitcher on accident and knocked him out with the ball. It bounces off the pitcher's head to hit a home run. And the next time batted he knocked the cover off the ball, because he hits so hard. A coach comes from Chicago to watch Jack play. The coach was so impressed with Jack, he asked him to play for the Chicago Cubs and Jack says yes! And Jack was the best baseball player in the WORLD!
First we meet and make sure everyone is there and get our uniform on.

Our uniforms are blue and black and yellow and white.

Next we go to the lockers and tell us the plan.

We have to warm up before the game. We do jumping jacks and a whole bunch of other stuff.

Then we play the game and we start off with the ball. I tackle the other team and they fumble the ball.

Finally we make the last touchdown and win the game.
The Adventures of Edward

Edward is an alien monster but a nice one. Then Edward sees a person. He had a car but his car broke down. Luckily, Edward is made out of electricity and he helps the guy out. Edward jump started the human's car and the human was very thankful. Edward decided to go home.

the end
I’m an Under Cover Spy Named M.L.K.

When I got to school today, there were no teachers or students at school, as the hallways were empty and the classrooms were empty too. I searched for evidence, but I didn’t find a lot of evidence. Then I heard something. I went down the empty hallways. Next, I went down the stairs and around the corner and no one was there. So, I thought to myself that someone or something changed their speed or started moving, shaking the school. The chain on the lights broke, hitting the wall, making a shattering sound. I then sneaked back up the steps where this mysterious thing might be going. I saw a broken window. It appeared to have been shattered by claws. I wonder what it could be. My flashlight caught some movement and I noticed a spike in the wall as well. What is this thing? Then I saw something move out of the corner of my eye, going to the track....

This thing got over the ten foot wall with no claw marks. However, I saw the same spike things on the track that were inside. I needed to get onto the track. I noticed a hole under the fence surrounding the track. I sneaked under the fence, crawling like an army man. When I got onto the track, my mind was blown...

THERE WAS A DRAGON!!!!!!

The dragon appeared to be looking for something. Is the dragon hungry? I went back inside the school to the kitchen and found three fish. I took the fish to the dragon and threw one at it. The dragon ate the fish whole with incredible speed. I went up closer to the dragon and threw one of the last two fish at it. The dragon ate the fish whole with incredible speed again. I walked up to the dragon holding the third fish by its tail. The dragon opened its mouth. I tossed the fish into the mouth. Next, I slowly hopped onto the dragon’s spine, right by its front legs. After that, the dragon flew up carefully. Finally, the dragon let me tell it where to go. I wanted the dragon to go over the school. When flying over the school, I saw all the students and teachers on the roof of the school. I pulled out my cellphone and called 911.

The End
Clone Wars

Long ago, there was a galaxy far away where there was a war, known as the Clone War. There was a group of Clone Troopers who needed to stop the war before the galaxy would be doomed! So the Clone Troopers used bikes and ships to fight the enemy. All of the sudden, the enemies gave up, and the Clone Troopers WON! yayay!
I will play soccer.
I will wear my cleats.
I will wear my jersey.
I will wear my Nikes.
I will make lots of goals.
If You Give Nic A Ball

If you give Nic a ball, he’ll hit the house!
Then he’ll want a piece of paper to cover the window.

If you give Nic a piece of paper, he’ll want tape.
Then he’ll want to tape it on the window.

If you give Nic tape, he’ll want decorations.
Then he’ll want a birthday party.

If you give Nic a birthday party,
He’ll want to go inside to get a piece of cake.
The fat fish he has a yellow hat

By
Tractor Pull

I went to Hudson Days. I walked around and I got a blue raspberry slushy. I signed up for the tractor pull. I pulled 250 pounds. I peddled hard and the tractor started to move. I came in fourth place.
Building a Fort

1. We and my sister build forts at our house. First, you tell your dad and mom. You go get chairs, blankets, and clamps. Then, you put the chairs on flat ground. Then, put the blankets on the chairs. Then, put clamps on the blankets.

2. You put pillows and more blankets in it. You put the pillows on the floor so you don’t hurt your back. If you have an I pad, put it in there. Put your head by the pillows. Make sure you have a hole for breathing. That’s how you build a fort.
I like to play outside.

When I go to the park, I play soccer. Sometimes I ride my bike. Playing outside is really fun.
Back In Time

One day two dinosaurs went for a walk in a swamp. They got into a fight because they were walking the same way. “Oh no they are in trouble!” “Their claws got stuck.” Said the brachiosaurus. “I should whack them with my tail.” Said the brachiosaurus. So he did. “We are free!” Said the raptors. They were sorry for fighting. Then they went to the park. The two raptors are the best friends ever.
Creativ, toaf, brev
bother of Spensr, natole and catlin
swimig and basboll
I have now firs
Baseball and soccer
Antman minins insid awt
Hatsin AIaw
The Adventures of Ralph

Once upon a time there was a big yellow house.

With Ralph the mouse.

Ralph was a mischievous little guy.

He worked for the agency as a spy.

He was assigned a mission to chase the cat

Ralph has a pet sidekick which was a bat

Ralph took a ride on the bat’s back

He had to pounce before the cats attacked.

Ralph hit the cat with a gigantic punch

Then the bat and Ralph went for lunch.